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Abstract 
In this paper we apply certain classical results of S. Mazur, J. Keisler, A. Tarski and 
N.Th. Varopoulos to the theory of countably compact topological groups. For example, 
under a mild restriction on the cardinality of a compact group G, it is proved that there is 
no strictly stronger countably compact group topology on G. 
If f is a one-to-one continuous mapping of a countably compact topological group of 
countable tightness onto a compact Hausdorff space X, then X is metrizable. If a countably 
compact topological group of countable tightness acts continuously and transitively on a 
compact Hausdorff space X, then X is metrizable. 
Among the questions left unsettled is this: Let f be a sequentially continuous homomor- 
phism of a compact topological group G onto a topological group H. Is then H countably 
compact? Equivalently, is then H totally bounded? Under Martin’s axiom this question is 
answered positively. 
Key words: Countably compact group; Totally bounded group; Quotient mapping; Sequen- 
tially continuous mapping; Ulam measurable cardinal; Sequential cardinal 
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In terminology we follow [1,7,8]. Every topological space considered in this 
paper is assumed to be Hausdorff, which implies that all topological groups 
considered are Tychonoff. In his work on this paper the author was inspired by the 
well-known result of Comfort and Robertson [61 on the existence on every 
nonmetrizable compact Abelian group of a strictly stronger pseudocompact group 
topology. 
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Recall that a mapping f of a topological space X into a topological space Y is 
said to be sequentially continuous if, whenever a sequence {x,: IZ E N) converges in 
X to a point x, the sequence {f(x,>: n EN) converges in Y to the point f(x). 
Let us call a sequence {x,: IZ EN} in a space X accumulating if there exists a 
limit point for this sequence in X. A mapping f : X + Y will be called strongly 
sequentially continuous if for every accumulating sequence (x,: IZ EN} in X there 
exists a limit point x E X such that f(x) is a limit point for {f(x,): n E N} in Y. A 
mapping f of a space X into a space Y is said to be NO-continuous, if for every 
countable subset A of X and for each point x EAT f(x) belongs to the closure of 
f(A). Clearly, every K,-continuous mapping is strongly sequentially continuous. Let 
us call a mapping f : X + Y k-sequentially continuous if for every sequence 5 in X, 
contained in a compact subspace of X, there exists a limit point x of 5 such that 
f(x) is a limit point of the sequence f(c) in Y. 
Let us recall the definition of an R-quotient mapping (see [3,13]). Let f : X + Y 
be a mapping of a topological space X onto a set Y. It is easy to see that there 
exists the strongest of all completely regular topologies on Y with respect to which 
f is continuous. This topology is called the R-quotient, or real-quotient, topology on 
Y, generated by f. A mapping f : X + Y is called R-quotient, or real-quotient, if the 
topology of the space Y coincides with the R-quotient topology generated by f. 
Every continuous mapping f of any Tychonoff space X onto any Tychonoff space 
Y can be represented as the composition f = hg of an R-quotient mapping g of X 
onto a Tychonoff space Z and a one-to-one continuous mapping h of Z onto Y 
(see [31 or [131). 
A countably compact space X is said to be NO-monolithic, if for each countable 
subset A of X the closure of A in X is a metrizable compact space (see [3]). 
Clearly, every N,-monolithic countably compact space is w-bounded. It is easy to 
see that any continuous image of an Ha-monolithic countably compact space is an 
Ha-monolithic countably compact space. 
There is a stronger form of countable compactness for which we can obtain 
stronger results than for countable compactness. A space X is called w-bounded, if 
for each countable subset A of X, the closure of A in X is compact (see [211). 
A space X is called a dyadic compactum if it can be represented as a 
continuous image of the Cantor cube D’, for some cardinal number 7 (see [71). 
We say that a cardinal number r is nonsequential if every sequentially continu- 
ous mapping of D’ into R is continuous. Otherwise T is called sequential. The 
next assertion is obvious. 
Proposition 1. Every strongly sequentially continuous mapping is sequentially contin- 
uous. 
Proposition 2. Let f be a strongly sequentially continuous mapping of a countably 
compact space X onto a space Y. Then Y is also countably compact. 
Proof. Take an arbitrary sequence 7~ = {y,: n EN} in Y, and fix a point x, E X 
such that f(x,) = y,. Since X is countably compact, the sequence ,.$ = (x,: n E Nj 
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is accumulating in X. Therefore, by the strong sequential continuity of f, there 
exists a limit point x for 5 in X such that f(x) is a limit point for n in Y. Thus, Y 
is countably compact. q 
Proposition 3. Let f be a one-to-one strongly sequentially continuous mapping of a 
space X onto a countably compact space Y. Then the inverse mapping f- 1 is strongly 
sequentially continuous if and only if X is countably compact. 
Proof. Assume that X is countably compact. Let n = {y,: n E N] be an accumulat- 
ing sequence in Y. Put x, = f- ‘( y,). Since X is countably compact, the sequence 
5=(x n: n EN} is accumulating in X. By the strong sequential continuity of f, 
there exists a limit point x E X for 5 such that y = f(x) is a limit point for 7. Since 
f-‘(y) =x, the mapping f-’ is strongly sequentially continuous. Observe that in 
this part of the argument we have not used the assumption that Y is countably 
compact, though Y has this property automatically, by Proposition 2. 
Conversely, assume that f-’ is strongly sequentially continuous. Then X is 
countably compact, by Proposition 2. q 
Theorem 4. Let f be a strongly sequentially continuous one-to-one homomorphism of 
a countably compact topological group H onto a compact topological group G. 
Assume also that the cardinal@ of G is Ulam nonmeasurable. Then H is compact, 
and f is a topological isomorphism. 
Proof. The mapping f- ’ is strongly sequentially continuous, by Proposition 3. 
Therefore, it is sequentially continuous. Since H is countably compact, H is 
topologically isomorphic to a topological subgroup of a compact topological group 
F (see [4]), so that f- ’ can be considered as a homomorphism of the compact 
group G into a compact group F. Since f-’ is sequentially continuous, it remains 
to apply a beautiful theorem of Varopoulos [20], which states that if G is a 
compact topological group of Ulam nonmeasurable cardinal&y, then every sequen- 
tially continuous homomorphism of G into any compact group F is continuous. 
Theorem 5. Every strongly sequentially continuous homomorphism f of any compact 
group G such that the cardinal@ of G is Ulam nonmeasurable, onto any topological 
group H, is continuous, and hence, H is compact. 
Proof. By Proposition 2, H is countably compact. Therefore, H can be treated as a 
subgroup of a compact group F, and f can be considered as a homomorphism of 
the compact group G into a compact group F. By Proposition 1, f is sequentially 
continuous. Applying Varopoulos’ theorem, we conclude that f is continuous. 
Hence, H is compact. q 
Example 6. Let f be a one-to-one mapping of the Tech-Stone compactification 
PN of the discrete space of natural numbers onto a discrete space Y. Then f is 
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sequentially continuous, since all convergent sequences in /?N are trivial. The 
space Y is not countably compact, while the space PN is compact. Thus, in 
Proposition 2, it is not enough to assume f to be sequentially continuous. The 
mapping f is not strongly sequentially continuous. This example also shows that 
Proposition 3 cannot be generalized to sequentially continuous mappings. 
Example 7. The conclusion of Theorem 4 does not remain true, if we replace the 
assumption that (G, T) is compact by the assumption that (G, T) is countably 
compact. Indeed, there exists a countably compact topological group that is not 
minimal (see [5]). See also Example 10 below. 
Example 8. Let D = {O, 1) be the two-point additive group, and let A be a set such 
that the cardinality of A is Ulam measurable. The last condition means that there 
exists a free ultrafilter 5 on A which is closed under countable intersections. For 
x={x,: UEA}EDA we put B(x) = {a EA: x, = 0). Let g(x) = 0 if B(x) E 5, 
and g(x) = 1 if B(x) @ 6. The product group DA, taken with the product topology 
T, is a compact topological group, and the mapping g defined above is, as it is easy 
to see, a homomorphism of DA into D. Clearly, if only countably many coordi- 
nates of a point x E DA are not equal to zero, then g(x) = 0. The points of this 
kind form a dense subset in DA. On the other hand, g(x) = 1 for the point x E X 
with all coordinates equal to 1. It follows that the mapping g : DA --f D is not 
continuous. Let us show that it is Ha-continuous. Let M be a countable subset of 
DA and x E a. Evidently, we only need consider the case when all coordinates of 
x are equal to zero. Then g(x) = 0. We may also assume that g(y) = 1 for each 
y EM. Then, for each y EM, the set B(y) is not in 5. On the other hand, from 
x em it follows that A = U{B(y): y EM). Then A\B(y) E 5 for each y EM 
and (7 (A \B(y): y E M} = 6, contradicting Ulam measurability of the ultrafilter 5. 
Thus, g is an K,-continuous (and, hence, strongly sequentially continuous), but not 
continuous, homomorphism of the compact group D A into the group D. This 
example, in a slightly different way, was described by Varopoulos in [20]. Let us 
now take the smallest group topology Tl on the group DA containing the topology 
T and such that g is continuous. Since g is X,-continuous with respect to T, we 
have: TIM = T,IM for every countable subset A4 of DA. It follows that the identity 
mapping of the space DA with the original topology T onto the set DA provided 
with the topology Tl is N,-continuous. Therefore, this mapping is also strongly 
sequentially continuous. By Proposition 2, the space (DA, Tl> is countably com- 
pact. Thus the assumption on the Ulam nonmeasurability of the cardinality of G 
in Theorems 4 and 5 cannot be omitted. 
Example 9. In the compact subspace X= /?N\N of the space PN we fix a 
countable discrete subset A satisfying the following condition: for each x E A 
there exists a countable set B, CX such that x E B,. Let us now provide the set of 
points of the space X with a new topology, defined as the smallest topology 
containing the topology of X and all subsets of A. The identity mapping of the 
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compact space X onto this new space is clearly strongly sequentially continuous, 
but not &-continuous. 
Example 10. In X= DA, where IAl = Et,, we take subsets Y and 2 defined as 
follows: Y = {x: /{a EA: x, = 111~ K,} and 2 = {x: I{a EA: x, = O}l< K,). Then 
H = Y U Z is a countably compact topological subgroup of the compact group X 
(observe that the closure of every countable subset of H in H is compact and 
metrizable). Adding to the topology of H two new open sets Y and Z, we 
introduce a new group topology Ti on the set of points of H, and obtain a 
countably compact topological group G. Clearly, the space G is the free topologi- 
cal sum of the spaces Y and Z, and the identity mapping f of H onto G is 
X,-continuous (and hence, strongly sequentially continuous) but not continuous. It 
follows that the topological group G is not minimal. Now we come to a curious 
feature of the mapping f: it cannot be extended to a sequentially continuous 
mapping of BH into PG. Indeed, BH is homeomorphic to the product space DA, 
and, since (Al = Xi, every sequentially continuous mapping of DA into any Ty- 
chonoff space is continuous [ll]. 
The results of Comfort and Robertson in [6] already cited above show that it is 
not possible to weaken the requirement of countable compactness in Theorem 4 to 
pseudocompactness. 
Theorem 11. Let g be a continuous homomorphism of a topological group G onto a 
compact topological group H satisfying the following conditions: the cardinal@ of H 
is Ulam nonmeasurable, and there exists a countably compact subspace B of G such 
that g(B) = H. Then g is open, that is, the images of open sets under g are open sets. 
Proof. We can represent g as the composition of a quotient homomorphism 
f : G + H, and a continuous monomorphism h : H, --f H: g = hf. Clearly, f(B) = 
f(G) = H,. By continuity of f it follows that the topological group H, is countably 
compact. Therefore, by Theorem 4, h is a topological isomorphism. Hence, g is a 
quotient homomorphism, which implies that g is open. 0 
Corollary 12. Every continuous homomorphism g of a countably compact topological 
group onto a compact group of Ulam nonmeasurable cardinal@ is quotient, that is, 
the mapping g is open. 
Theorem 13. Let g be a continuous homomorphism of a topological group G onto a 
compact topological group F such that the cardinal@ of F is Ulam nonmeasurable 
and the kernel g- ‘(e> is compact, and there exists a countably compact subspace B of 
G such that g(B) = F. Then G is compact, and the mapping g is open and closed. 
Proof. By Theorem 11, g is open. Since the kernel of g is compact, the quotient 
homomorphism g is also a closed mapping [141. It follows that g is perfect, which 
implies that the preimage G =g-‘03 of the compact space F is compact [7]. q 
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Corollary 14. Let g be a continuous homomorphism of a countably compact 
topological group G onto a compact topological group F such that the kernel of g is 
compact and the cardinality of F is Ulam nonmeasurable. Then G is compact and the 
mapping g is open and closed. 
One of the most important results on topological properties of compact topolog- 
ical groups is the following theorem of Ivanovskij and Kuzminov [lo]: every 
compact group is a dyadic compacturn. Because of this theorem, some of the 
results on dyadic compacta that we are now ready to establish, could be considered 
as far reaching improvements of the corresponding results on compact groups 
already proved above, if the assumptions under which we prove them were not 
considerably stronger. In what follows, we shall need the next result (see [1,16]): 
Proposition 15. Under the axiom of constructibility V = L every sequentially continu- 
ous mapping of any product of separable metrizable spaces into a metrizable space is 
continuous. 
Since the axiom of constructibility V = L is consistent with ZFC, Proposition 15 
yields 
Proposition 16. It is consistent with ZFC to assume that every cardinal number T is 
nonsequential. 
The topic of sequential and nonsequential cardinals was introduced in [8,11,181. 
See also [1,16]. 
Observe that it is consistent with ZFC to assume that 2’0 is a sequential 
cardinal (see [1,16]). 
Theorem 17. Let X be a dyadic compactum such that the weight w(X) of X is a 
nonsequential cardinal, and let f be a one-to-one continuous mapping of a countably 
compact Tychonoff space Z onto X. Then f is a homeomorphism and, hence, Z is 
compact. 
Proof. Put r = w(X). There exists a continuous mapping h of D’ onto X. By 
Proposition 3, the inverse mapping g = f- ’ is (strongly) sequentially continuous. 
Therefore, the composition gh is a sequentially continuous mapping of D’ onto 
the space Z. Since Z is a Tychonoff space and the cardinal number r is 
nonsequential, the mapping gh is continuous. The space D’ being compact, h is a 
quotient mapping. It follows that g is continuous. 0 
Corollary 18. It is consistent with ZFC (for example, true under V = L) that every 
one-to-one continuous mapping of any countably compact Tychonoff space onto any 
dyadic compact space is a homeomorphism; in other words, it is consistent that there 
is no strictly stronger countably compact topology on any dyadic compact space. 
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An interesting application of Theorem 17 is the next result: 
Theorem 19. It is true under V = L that every continuous mapping f of any countably 
compact topological group G onto any compact space F is R-quotient. 
To prove Theorem 19, we need the next result, which is a part of the folklore. 
Proposition 20. If a compact space F is an image of a countably compact topological 
group G under a continuous mapping f, then F is a dyadic compactum. 
Proof. The Stone-Tech compactification /3G of the space G is homeomorphic to a 
compact topological group (see [4]). Hence, j3G is a dyadic compacturn. The 
mapping f can be extended to a continuous mapping of PG onto F. Therefore F 
is a dyadic compacturn as well. q 
Proposition 21. Let f be a continuous mapping of a countably compact Tychonoff 
space X onto a dyadic compact space Z such that the weight of Z is nonsequential. 
Then f is R-quotient. 
Proof. There are a Tychonoff space Y and an R-quotient mapping h of X onto Y 
such that f = gh, where g is a one-to-one continuous mapping of Y onto Z. The 
space Y is countably compact, since G is countably compact. Now we can argue as 
in the proof of Theorem 17 and conclude that g is a homeomorphism. Since h is 
an R-quotient mapping, it follows that the mapping f = gh is R-quotient. 0 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 19. 
Proof of Theorem 19. By Proposition 20, F is a dyadic compacturn. Under V = L, 
the cardinality of F is a nonsequential cardinal. It remains to apply Proposition 21. 
0 
Corollary 22. It is consistent with ZFC that every one-to-one continuous mapping of 
any countably compact topological group onto any compact space is a homeomor- 
phism _ 
Proof. Indeed, every one-to-one continuous R-quotient mapping of one Tychonoff 
space onto another Tychonoff space is a homeomorphism. 0 
Thus, under V = L, if G is a countably compact topological group which is not 
compact, then there is no one-to-one continuous mapping of the space G onto a 
compact space. Example 8 shows that this assertion cannot be proved in ZFC. The 
next assertion is obvious. 
Proposition 23. If f is a one-to-one continuous mapping of an w-bounded space X 
onto a space Y, then the inverse mapping f- ’ of Y onto X is Et ,-continuous. 
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Proposition 24. Let X be a dyadic compactum such that the cardinal& of X is Ulam 
nonmeasurable, and let f be a one-to-one continuous mapping of an w-bounded 
Tychonoff space Z onto X. Then f is a homeomorphism and, hence, Z is compact. 
Proof. By Proposition 23, the inverse mapping f-’ is K,-continuous. Since the 
cardinality of X is Ulam nonmeasurable, every K,-continuous function on X is 
continuous (see [19, Theorem 21). Therefore, f- ’ is continuous, and f is a 
homeomorphism. 0 
Theorem 25. Let f be a continuous mapping of an o-bounded topological group G 
onto a compact space X, where the cardinal& of G is Ulam nonmeasurable. Then f is 
R-quotient. 
Proof. We argue as in the proof of Theorem 19. There are a Tychonoff space Y 
and an R-quotient mapping h of G onto Y such that f = gh, where g is a 
one-to-one continuous mapping of Y onto X. The space Y is w-bounded, since G 
is o-bounded. By Proposition 20, X is a dyadic compacturn. Clearly, the cardinal- 
ity of Y is Ulam nonmeasurable. Now Proposition 24 yields that g is a homeomor- 
phism. Since h is an R-quotient mapping, it follows that the mapping g is also 
R-quotient. 0 
Corollary 26. Let G be an w-bounded topological group of Ulam nonmeasurable 
cardinality, and let f be a one-to-one continuous mapping of G onto a compact space 
X. Then f is a homeomorphism and hence, G is compact. 
Proof. We again use the obvious fact that every one-to-one R-quotient continuous 
mapping of one Tychonoff space onto another Tychonoff space is a homeomor- 
phism. We could also refer directly to Propositions 20 and 24. 0 
Thus, if G is an w-bounded topological group of Ulam nonmeasurable cardinal- 
ity, and G is not compact, then there is no one-to-one continuous mapping of G 
onto a compact space. Example 8 shows that we cannot drop the restriction on the 
cardinal& of G in the last assertion. 
Theorem 27. Let G be a countably compact HO-monolithic topological group, and let 
f be a continuous mapping of G onto a compact space X. Then X is metrizable. 
Proof. By Proposition 20, X is a dyadic compacturn. The space X is also 
K,-monolithic. It remains to observe that every K,-monolithic dyadic compacturn is 
metrizable (see [31 or [71). 0 
We have not used any special set-theoretic assumptions in the proof of Theo- 
rem 27. Hence, the following result also holds in ZFC: 
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Corollary 28. Zf G is an NO-monolithic countably compact topological group G which 
is not compact, then there is no one-to-one continuous mapping of G onto a compact 
space. 
Theorem 27 is related to a group of results presenting partial solutions of the 
next two problems: 
Problem 29. Let f be a continuous mapping of a countably compact space of 
countable tightness X onto a dyadic compactum Y. Is then Y metrizable? 
This question is motivated by a result of B.A. Efimov: he has shown that if a 
compact space X can be represented as the continuous image of the Z-product of 
a family of compact metrizable spaces, then X is metrizable. Now, if the answer to 
the last question were “yes”, then Efimov’s theorem would become an obvious 
corollary to this fact and to the following well-known result: every compact space 
which is a continuous image of the Z-product of compact spaces is a dyadic 
compactum (see [71). 
The next version of Problem 29 is worth mentioning: 
Problem 30. Let f be a continuous mapping of a countably compact topological 
group of countable tightness onto a compact space X. Is then X metrizable? 
Below we provide some partial answers to these problems. 
Proposition 31. Let X be a Tychonoff space of countable tightness such that for each 
n EN, the space X” is countably compact and normal, and let f be a continuous 
mapping of X onto Y, where Y is a dyadic compactum. Then Y is metrizable. 
Proof. Let us assume that Y is not metrizable. Then Y contains a topological copy 
of the space Dxl (see [7]). The preimage of DH1 under f satisfies all the 
restrictions imposed on X in the proposition, since it is closed in X. Therefore we 
may assume that Y = DH1. The cardinal K, is nonsequential (see [ll or [S]). It 
follows, by Proposition 21, that the mapping f is R-quotient. Let g be the 
homomorphism of the free topological group F(X) of the space X onto the free 
topological group F(Y) of the space Y generated by f (see [13]). Since f is 
R-quotient, the mapping g is open and continuous, by a theorem of Okunev [13]. 
Tkachenko has shown that under the restrictions on X in the proposition, the 
tightness of F(X) is countable [17]. Since F(Y) is a quotient space of F(X), the 
tightness of F(Y) is also countable. The space Y is homeomorphic to a subspace 
of F(Y). It follows that the tightness of Y is countable. Therefore, Y is metrizable, 
since every dyadic compactum of countable tightness is metrizable [7]. This is a 
contradiction which completes the proof of the proposition. q 
Theorem 32. Let G be a topological group of countable tightness such that for each 
n EN, the space G” is countably compact and normal, and let f be a continuous 
mapping of G onto a compact space X. Then X is metrizable. 
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Proof. By Proposition 20, X is a dyadic compactum. It remains to apply Proposi- 
tion 31. Cl 
Corollary 33. Zf f is a continuous mapping of a countably compact sequential 
topological group G such that X” is normal for each n E N, onto a compact space X, 
then X is metrizable. 
Proof. For each n EN the space X” is countably compact, since X is sequential 
(see [6,21]). The tightness of every sequential space is countable [7]. Now we can 
apply Theorem 32. 0 
Corollary 34. Let G be a topological group such that the space G is homeomorphic to 
a closed subspace of the I&product of a family of compact spaces of countable 
tightness. Then every compact space X which can be represented as a continuous 
image of G, is metrizable. 
Proof. The Z-product of any family of compact spaces of countable tightness is an 
w-bounded normal space of countable tightness [9]. Observe that for each n EN 
the space G” is obviously homeomorphic to a closed subspace of the Z-product of 
a family of compact spaces of countable tightness. Therefore, for each n EN the 
space G” is a countably compact normal space of countable tightness, and we can 
apply Theorem 32. q 
If we assume that the mapping f in Theorem 32 is one-to-one, we can weaken 
some other assumptions in this theorem. Indeed, we have: 
Theorem 35. Zf f is a one-to-one continuous mapping of a countably compact 
topological group G of countable tightness onto a compact space X, then X is 
metrizable and f is a homeomorphism. 
Proof. This theorem follows from Proposition 20 and the next result: 
Proposition 36. Zf f is a one-to-one continuous mapping of a countably compact 
Tychonoff space of countable tightness onto a dyadic compactum X, then X is 
metrizable and f is a homeomorphism. 
Proof. If X is not metrizable, then we can assume that X is homeomorphic to Dxl 
(see the proof of Proposition 31). Since N, is a nonsequential cardinal, we can 
apply Theorem 17. It follows that f is a homeomorphism, which implies that the 
tightness of the space X = D*1 is countable-a contradiction. Hence, X is metriz- 
able. It is well known that every continuous mapping of any countably compact 
space onto any metrizable space is a homeomorphism (see [7]). 0 
It follows that one cannot define a stronger countably compact group topology 
of countable tightness on the space LY-even if 7 is an Ulam measurable cardinal. 
Compare this observation with Example 8. 
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Corollary 37. Zf G is a countably compact topological group of countable tightness 
and G is not compact, then there is no one-to-one continuous mapping of G onto a 
compact space. 
The next version of Propositions 31 and 36 will provide us with at least two new 
corollaries: 
Proposition 38. Let X be an w-bounded space such that the tightness of every 
separable subspace of X is countable, and let f be a continuous mapping of X onto a 
space Y. Then the tightness of each separable subspace of Y is also countable. 
Proof. Take any countable subset B of Y, and let P be the closure of B in Y. It is 
enough to show that the tightness of P is countable. Clearly, there exists a 
countable subset A of X such that f(A) = B. Then the closure H of A in X is a 
separable compact space of countable tightness and f(H) = P. It follows that the 
tightness of P is countable [71. q 
With the help of Proposition 38 we prove the next more interesting result: 
Theorem 39. Let X be an w-bounded space such that the tightness of every separable 
subspace of X is countable, and let f be a continuous mapping of X onto a dyadic 
compactum Y. Then Y is metrizable. 
Proof. As we have already seen in the proof of Proposition 31, if Y is not 
metrizable, then Y contains a topological copy of some separable nonmetrizable 
dyadic compactum Z. But this is impossible, since according to Proposition 38 the 
tightness of Z is countable and every dyadic compactum of countable tightness is 
metrizable. Therefore, the space Y is metrizable. q 
Proposition 20 and Theorem 39 together imply 
Corollary 40. Zf a compact space Y is a continuous image of an w-bounded 
topological group G of countable tightness, then X is metrizable. 
Taking into account Proposition 38 and Problem 29, it is natural to consider the 
next example: 
Example 41. Let X be the space of all countable ordinals with the usual topology, 
and let f be a one-to-one continuous mapping of X onto a compact space Y (we 
can define such a mapping identifying the point wr with a point of X). Then, as it 
is easy to see, the tightness of Y is uncountable. Thus, the restrictions on G and Y 
in Theorem 39 and Corollary 40 are not superfluous. 
A few more results in the direction of Problems 29 and 30 we can obtain on the 
basis of Proposition 21 using methods of the theory of function spaces exposed in 
[31. 
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Theorem 42. Let X be a countably compact space such that the space C,(X) of all 
real-valued continuous functions on X is normal, and let f be a continuous mapping 
of X onto a dyadic compactum Y. Then Y is metrizable. 
Proof. Let us assume that Y is not metrizable. Then Y contains a space Z 
homeomorphic to Dxl. We put H = f-‘(Z). The subspace E of C,,(H), consisting 
of restrictions to H of continuous real-valued functions on X, is normal, by a 
result of Uspenskii (see [3]). Since the weight of Z is a nonsequential cardinal, 
Proposition 21 implies that the mapping g =f] H, that is, the restriction of f to H 
is an R-quotient mapping of H onto Z. By the obvious dual mapping to g the 
space C,(Z) is mapped onto a subspace A4 of the space C,(H). Since every 
continuous real-valued function on Z can be extended to a continuous real-valued 
function on Y, M is contained in E. By [3, Proposition 0.4.101, M is closed in 
C,(H). It follows that the space M is normal. The space C,(Z) is homeomorphic 
to M (see [3, Proposition 0.4.61). Thus, C,(Z) is normal. It remains to apply a 
theorem of N.V. Velichko (see [31): if A is a compact space and the space C,(A) is 
normal then the tightness of the space A is countable. It follows that the tightness 
of the space Z is countable-which is not true. 0 
Theorem 42 and Proposition 20 imply the next result: 
Theorem 43. Let X be a countably compact topological group such that the space 
C,(X) is normal. Then every compact space that can be represented as a continuous 
image of X is metrizable. 
Stronger conclusions can be obtained for continuous actions of countably 
compact topological groups on compact spaces. We refer to [14] for the corre- 
sponding terminology and elementary facts. 
Theorem 44. The following assertion is consistent with ZFC: If 4 : G XX --) X is a 
continuous and transitive action of a countably compact group G on a compact space 
X, then X is homeomolphic to the quotient space G/H, where H is a closed subgroup 
of G. 
Proof. Fix x EX and for each g E G, put f(g) = +((g, x)). The mapping f so 
defined is a continuous mapping of G onto X, since the action 4 is continuous 
and transitive. By Proposition 20, X is a dyadic compacturn. Let H = {g E G: g(x) 
=x}. Then H is a closed subgroup of G, and f is the composition of the canonical 
quotient mapping r of G onto the quotient space G/H and of a one-to-one 
continuous mapping i of G/H onto X. The space G/H is countably compact. It is 
also Tychonoff [14]. Therefore we can apply Theorem 17 and conclude that i is a 
homeomorphism. q 
Theorem 45. If a countably compact topological group G of countable tightness acts 
continuously and transitively on a compact space X, then X is metrizable. 
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Proof. Clearly, there exists a one-to-one continuous mapping of the quotient space 
G/H, where H is a closed subgroup of G, onto X. The tightness of G/H is 
countable (see [7]), and G/H is countably compact. Since X is a continuous image 
of G, Proposition 23 implies that X is a dyadic compactum. It remains to apply 
Proposition 36. q 
One might compare Theorem 43 with the next result. 
Proposition 46. If a countably compact group G acts continuously on a compact 
sequential space X, then each orbit of this action is a metrizable compact subspace of 
Proof. For every x EX the orbit G(x) = {g(x): g E G) is a countably compact 
subspace of X. Since X is sequential, for each x in X, the set G(x) is closed in X. 
Hence, G(x) is compact. By Proposition 20, G(x) is a dyadic compactum. The 
tightness of G(x) is countable, since it is a subspace of a sequential space. It 
follows that G(x) is metrizable for each x EX. q 
Proposition 47, If F is a dyadic compacturn such that the cardinality of F is Ulam 
nonmeasurable, and f is a one-to-one continuous mapping of a countably compact 
zero-dimensional space X onto F, then f is a homeomorphism, and hence, X is 
compact. 
Proof. By Proposition 1, the inverse mapping g = f -’ is sequentially continuous. 
Since the space X is zero-dimensional (in the sense of ind, that is, X has a base 
consisting of open and closed sets), we can treat X as a subspace of D’, for some 
cardinal number 7. Because of that the question of continuity of g is reduced to 
the question of continuity of compositions of g with natural projections of X into 
D = (0, 1). Since the cardinality of F is Ulam nonmeasurable, every sequentially 
continuous mapping of F into D is continuous (see the proof of Theorem 13 and 
[l]). The proof is complete. 0 
To present one more generalization of Theorem 4, we recall a few definitions. 
A topological group G is called almost metrizable if there exists a nonempty 
compact subspace of G with a countable base of neighbourhoods in G. A 
topological group G is almost metrizable if and only if there is a continuous 
homomorphism f of G onto a separable metrizable group which is an open and 
perfect mapping (see [El). 
Theorem 48. Let f be a continuous homomorphism of a topological group G onto an 
almost metrizable group H of Ulam measurable cardinal@ and let us assume that for 
each compact subset P of H there exists a countably compact subspace B of G such 
that f(B) = P. Then f is quotient. 
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Proof. We can represent f as the composition of a quotient homomorphism g of 
G onto a topological group F and a one-to-one continuous homomorphism h of F 
onto H. Clearly, the preimages of compact subsets of H under h are countably 
compact subspaces of F. It follows from Proposition 3 that the mapping h-’ is 
k-sequentially continuous. 
Since H is almost metrizable, there exists a covering of H by a family 
{P,: a E A) of compact subspaces of H such that each P, is canonically homeo- 
morphic to a topological group and has a countable base of neighbourhoods in H. 
The restriction of h - ’ to every P, is a continuous mapping of P, into F, by 
Theorem 4. Therefore, to complete the proof of Theorem 48 it would suffice to 
prove the next assertion. 
Proposition 49. Let y = {P,: a E A} be a covering of a regular topological space X by 
compact subspaces P,, where each P, has a countable base of neighbourhoods in X, 
and let f : X + Y be a k-sequentially continuous mapping such that the restriction 
f I P, : P, + Y is continuous for each a E A. Then the mapping f is continuous. 
Proof. Take any closed subset F of Y and put B = f- l(F). We have to show that 
B is closed in X. Assume the contrary, and fix x: E B\B. Let us also fix a E A 
such that x E P,. Let (Cl,: n EN} be a countable base of neighbourhoods of P, in 
X. The set B, = B n P, is closed in P,, since the restriction of f to PO is 
continuous. Therefore, there exists a neighbourhood I/ of x in X such that 
B, n v= cd. Take x, to be any point of the nonempty set U,, n T/n B. Clearly, the 
set P, U {x,: n EN} is compact. It follows that there exists a limit point z of 5 in 
X such that f(z) is a limit point of the sequence 17 = {f(x,>: n EN} in Y. Since 
f(x,,> E F for each n EN, we conclude that f(z) E F. Hence z E B. Clearly, all 
limit points of the sequence 5 belong to P,. Therefore, z E P,. Thus z E B n P, = 
B,. On the other hand, z E v, since each x, belongs to I/. By the choice of V, it 
follows that z does not belong to B,. This contradiction completes the proof of the 
proposition and of Theorem 48. 0 
The next two results follow from Varopoulos’ theorem and Theorem 4. 
Corollary 50. Let f be a sequentially continuous homomorphism of a compact group 
G onto a totally bounded topological group H. Then for every subset A of G such that 
the cardinal& of A is Ulam nonmeasurable, the restriction off to the closure of A is a 
homeomorphism, and hence, H is w-bounded and countably compact. 
Corollary 51. Let (G,T) be a compact topological group, and let T, be a topology on 
G such that (G,T,) is a countably compact topological group and the topology T Is 
contained in T,. Then the space (G,T,) is w-bounded; furthermore, for every subset 
A of G, where the cardinal@ of A is Ulam nonmeasurable, the closure of A in (G,T,) 
is compact, and hence, the topologies T and TI generate the same topology on A. 
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Problem 52. Is it true that every compact group contains a dense countably 
compact sequential subgroup? 
Problem 53. Is it true that every compact dyadic space (every compact group) X 
contains a dense sequential subspace Y such that X is homeomorphic to pY? 
Problem 54. Is it true that each dyadic compacturn contains a dense subspace of 
countable tightness? 
Problem 55. Let f be a continuous mapping of a countably compact sequential 
topological group G onto a compact space Y. Is then Y metrizable? 
Of course, Problem 55 is just a version of Problem 30. 
Problem 56. Let f be a sequentially continuous homomorphism of a compact 
topological group G onto a topological group H. Is then true in ZFC that H is 
totally bounded (or, equivalently, countably compact)? Is this true when G = D’, 
where r = 2’o? 
Observe that under CH, and even under Martin’s axiom (see [l]), the answers to 
the last two questions are positive. Indeed, we have 
Theorem 57. Assume Martin’s axiom, and let f be a sequentially continuous mapping 
of a dyadic compactum Xonto a Tychonoff space Y. Then the restriction off to every 
subspace A of X of Ulam nonmeasurable cardinal&y is continuous; therefore, Y is 
countably compact and even w-bounded. 
Proof. Since X is a dyadic compactum, A is contained in a subspace 2 of X such 
that 2 is a dyadic compacturn and the density of Z does not exceed the cardinality 
of A. This Z can be easily described in terms of a continuous mapping of the 
space D’ onto X. The restriction g of f to Z is a sequentially continuous 
mapping of Z into Y. Since the weight of the space Z is a Ulam nonmeasurable 
cardinal, under Martin’s axiom it is also a nonsequential cardinal, by a theorem in 
[ll. It follows that the mapping g is continuous. q 
This argument does not work when X is an arbitrary countably compact 
topological group. Indeed, the following question remains open: 
Problem 58. Let f be a sequentially continuous homomorphism of a countably 
compact topological group G onto a topological group H. Is then H countably 
compact (equivalently, totally bounded)? Is this consistent with ZFC? 
Problem 59. Let f be a one-to-one continuous homomorphism of a countably 
compact topological group G onto a zero-dimensional compact group H (onto 
D’l. Is then true that G is zero-dimensional? 
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The next problem is closely related to Problem 59. 
Problem 60. Let G be a totally disconnected countably compact topological group. 
Is then G zero-dimensional? 
Of course, we should expect negative answers to Problems 59 and 60. Neverthe- 
less, we have the following somewhat unexpected result: 
Theorem 61. For each totally disconnected pseudocompact topological group G there 
is a one-to-one continuous homomorphism of G onto a zero-dimensional (pseudo- 
compact > topological group. 
Proof. The Stone-Tech compactification PG is a compact group, and G is a 
topological subgroup of PG. The connectedness component H of the neutral 
element of the space /3G is a closed normal subgroup of PG. The space G is 
totally disconnected, that is, the neutral element e of G can be represented as the 
intersection of a family of open-closed subsets of G. Therefore, G n H = {e). The 
quotient group G/H is a zero-dimensional compact group, and the restriction of 
the quotient homomorphism of G onto G/H to G is a one-to-one continuous 
homomorphism of G onto a zero-dimensional subgroup of G/H. 0 
Observe that under I/ = L, every sequentially continuous homomorphism of any 
dyadic compacturn X onto any Tychonoff space Y is a homeomorphism and 
hence, Y is compact. This fact was mentioned by Mrowka in 1121, where he has 
also formulated the following question, attributed by him to R. Marty (see [12, 
Problem 4.61). Let X be a dyadic compact space such that every subspace Y of X 
is R-sequential, that is, each sequentially continuous mapping of Y into R is 
continuous; is then X metrizable? Let us show that the answer to this question is 
positive, and that in reality a much stronger result holds. 
First, we observe that the next result is an immediate corollary of 12, Theorem 
21. 
Proposition 62. Let X be a compact space such that for every closed subspace Y of X, 
each NO-continuous function on Y is continuous. Then the tightness of X is countable. 
Since each dyadic compacturn of countable tightness is metrizable (see for 
example 1711, we come to the following conclusion: 
Theorem 63. Let X be a dyadic compactum such that for each closed subspace Y of X 
every N,-continuous real-valued function on the space Y is continuous. Then X is 
metrizable. 
Since every K,-continuous mapping is sequentially continuous, the answer to 
Marty’s question is now obvious: 
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Corollary 64. Let X be a dyadic compactum such that each closed subspace Y of X is 
R-sequential. Then X is metrizable. 
Observe that the next result is a direct corollary of [2, Theorem 11: 
Proposition 65. Let X be a Tychonoff space such that every subspace Y of X is 
R-sequential. Then the tightness of X is countable. 
We would like to close this paper with a few questions connected with Theo- 
rems 42 and 43. 
Problem 66. Let X be a countably compact space such that the space C,(X) is 
normal. Is then X w-bounded? 
Problem 67. Let X be a countably compact space such that the space C,(X) is 
Lindelof. Is then X w-bounded? 
Problem 68. Let X be a countably compact separable space such that the space 
C,(X) is normal (is Lindelof). Is then X compact? 
Problem 69. Let X be a countably compact topological group such that the space 
C,(X) is normal (is Lindelof). Is then X N,-monolithic? 
Problem 70. Let G be a separable countably compact topological group such that 
the space C,(G) is normal (is Lindeliif). Is then G metrizable? 
There is a good chance that some of the last five problems are equivalent. 
Whether it is so might depend on the answer to the next three questions: 
Problem 71. Let X be a countably compact topological space (topological group). 
Is it true then that the space C,(X) is normal if and only if it is Lindeliif? 
Problem 72. Let X be a separable countably compact topological space (topologi- 
cal group). Is it then true that the space C,(X) is normal if and only if it is 
Lindelof? 
Problem 73. Let X be an o-bounded topological space (topological group) such 
that the space C,(X) is normal. Is then C,(X) Lindelof? 
To solve some of the last problems, one might consider the space X constructed 
under CH by S.P. Franklin and M. Rajagopalan (see [7, 3.12.171). Is C,(X) normal 
or Lindelof for this space X? 
In connection with Problems 71 and 72 we should mention a result of D.P. 
Baturov (see [31): if X is a compact space then the space C,(X) is normal if and 
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only if it is Lindelof. Observe that in this case the tightness of X is automatically 
countable (see [3]). 
The next three questions going in the reverse direction to Problems 69 and 70 
also seem to be quite interesting: 
Problem 74. Let G be a countably compact topological group of countable 
tightness. Is then C,(G) normal? Lindelbf? 
Problem 75. Let G be a hereditarily separable countably compact topological 
group. Is then C,(G) normal? Lindelof? 
Problem 76. Let G be an w-bounded topological group of countable tightness. Is 
then C,(G) normal? Lindelof? 
We do not get really nice questions, if we formulate Problems 74,75 and 76 just 
for countably compact spaces, since there is a perfectly normal hereditarily 
separable compact space X such that the space C,(X) is not normal (see [2]). 
Note added in proof 
W. Just has solved Problem 58. The answer to both questions is “No”. 
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